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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to examine the determinants of bank margins in the Yemeni
banking sector for Islamic and conventional banks. The first objective is to investigate whether there is a
significant difference between the margins of conventional and Islamic banks. The second objective is to
examine whether efficiency represents an influential factor in determining bank margins for Islamic and
conventional banks controlling for other micro andmacro variables.

Design/methodology/approach – Using a data set of banks in Yemen for the post-liberalisation period
from 1996 to 2011, the study utilises panel data with unbalanced observations for 16 banks, of which four are
Islamic banks and the remainder conventional banks. Parametric and non-parametric techniques are
complemented by dummy variable regression using random effects. Panel fixed effects regression was also
undertaken as a robustness check.

Findings – The paper finds that the overall bank margin in Yemen has steadily decreased during the
observation period with the exception of the year 2011. The parametric and non-parametric results show that
the bank margins are significantly higher for conventional banks than for Islamic banks. The results provide
evidence that bank margins are related to neither types of efficiency, but are affected by capitalisation, size,
the opportunity cost of the reserve and liquidity, although the impact is shaped differently for Islamic and
conventional banks.

Practical implications – The paper provides a basis for regulators and bankers for assessing the
viability of the banking sector and proposes policies to restructure the industry to enhance its performance.

Originality/value – This paper adds value to the literature for the Yemeni banking sector and extends the
previous research on the determinants of bank margins by focusing on the impact of efficiency on bank
margins. Also, it compares the Islamic banks with different types of conventional banks in Yemen in their
margins trend.
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1. Introduction
Banks play a crucial role in the economic growth of countries through their intermediation
function, especially in countries that lack capital markets (Poghosyan, 2012). Conventional
and Islamic banks are involved in the intermediation process by receiving funds from
surplus units and channelling those funds to deficit units. Unlike the conventional banking
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